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Subject: Re: Nabeena's paper

Body:

Thanks for the update.  Don't put too much pressure on yourself.  A very rough outline is just fine.Have fun in 

NC.JeremyTo:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	LauraFrom:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBDate:	06/18/98 06:38:03 

PMSubject: 	Re: Nabeena's paperWill be happy to call Nabeena, subject to the message left on Laura's 

message machine.  I liked the memo and think it's quite useful in placing within a broader context the public's 

skepticism regarding the official story of the assassination -- a context which I think should be referenced in 

the story I will tell in my part of Chapter 1!  It certainly helps explicate why Oliver Stone's JFK struck such a 

responsive chord.  As for the rest, the magnus is opussing way out of control and the Phoenix Branch is 

decidedly worried.  I'll get you an outline tomorrow, but even it will be very rough.  I'm doing a lot of reading 

and how I want to tell the tale we talked about on the phone is taking vague shape in my mind, but it will look 

a little ugly on paper at this point.  But I feel a need, with which I'm sure you'll concur, to get you something 

on paper, outline-wise, before I depart for a week.Having said all that, it's great fun.Cheers right back 

atcha.To:	Joseph Freeman/ARRBcc:	Laura Denk/ARRB From:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB   Date:	06/18/98 02:45:06 

PMSubject:	Nabeena's paperJoe,I hope that our Phoenix Branch is doing well.I think it would be very helpful, 

from a morale point of view, if you might be able to call Nabeena and make any constructive or positive 

thoughts you have regarding her paper.  To the extent you have further follow-up, please ask her to do so and 

cc Laura.How's the magnum opus?  Cheers,Jeremy 
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